**Measure A1 is about one thing: Improving the quality of education in our schools in Napa proper.**

While there have been significant improvements in Napa area schools over the past few years, the fact remains most schools were built over 60 years ago and lack adequate classrooms and educational facilities to support quality instruction in math, science, and engineering. Classrooms need updating. Heating, ventilation, and electrical systems need replacement.

After extensive research and public input, it was determined that local voters wanted funds raised for school improvements to be designated for specific, critically needed projects. Voters also wanted all funds raised staying locally to benefit local children.

Accordingly, two measures are on the ballot: A1 benefiting Napa area schools, and A2 benefiting American Canyon schools. Napa area voters will only vote on A1, guaranteeing all funds raised in Napa for school improvements stay in the local community to benefit Napa children.

Measure A1 will address the most pressing needs of Napa schools.

- Provide classrooms, facilities, technology needed to support high quality instruction in math, science, engineering, and technology.
- Provide labs and equipment for instruction so students are prepared for college and in-demand jobs.
- Remove hazardous materials like asbestos and lead paint from school sites.
- Update older school facilities to meet the same academic, safety standards of newer schools.
- Repair/replace worn-out roofs, walkways, lighting, plumbing, and electrical systems.
- Playfields, play structures and playgrounds which serve the entire community will be renovated for safety.

Safe, quality schools protect property values.

Napa students deserve the same educational opportunities as others in the region. Measure A1 will improve the quality of education in Napa schools.

No money can be taken by the state or used for other purposes. No funds will be used to pay for salaries or administrators.

Please vote YES.
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